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"Singularity is almost invariably a clue" (Sherlock Holmes)



How it all have started?
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● The initial project: computing the virtual NLO cross section for dijet (inclusive / 
diffractive) production.

● Previous knowledge: 
In the work (with E. Iancu) “Dihadron production in DIS at NLO: the real 
corrections” it has been observed that an elegant pattern appears for amplitudes: 



In practice, the calculation based on U leads to one contribution for 
which these properties were missing (!):

1) The elegant pattern did not appear.
2) JIMWLK could not be observed at the amplitude level.
3) There were multiple poles for degenerate configurations.

All that happened due to one (sub-)contribution:
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Opening Pandora’s box

Not working!

Branch-cut (multiple poles)Two WW fields (simple pole)



The Schrödinger Equation
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The fundamental equation:

Predicts a dynamics which is differentiable (and therefore continuous) at each 
moment of the evolution.

● As long as the Hamiltonian involves no time dependence:

● When time dependence is involved it is customary to use the solution

Which can also be written in the expanded form as (Dyson series)



How do we conclude that U is unitary?
● Exact unitarity is a crucial property for any valid quantum description. 

Using the Dyson expansion:

Changing variables:

After adding integrals:

So, at least allegedly, U is a unitary operator,
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From Peskin and Schroeder, P. 85.



The underlying assumptions
1) Linearity:

2) Changing order of integrations (Fubini theorem):

3) Adding integration intervals (additivity):

4) Exact Hermiticity of the Hamiltonian:

● Properties 1-4 are valid for Hamiltonians expressed by functions. 
● Properties 2-4 and are not valid for distributions. 
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Linearity
Function: an object which assign exactly one defined (finite) element from a set Y to each 
element of set X. 

● Example:                       is a function defined on the union of two intervals                               , 
but is NOT a function on an interval that contains            .

● What happens to linearity for intervals which cross the singularity point?

By using complex deformation (rotating the pole aside):

For     finite, O(x) is just a general complex function. For      taken to 0, O(x) is a sum of a function 
and distribution (Sokhotski-Plemelj theorem):



Preliminaries in Analysis
Absolute convergence:

Both             and              converges, alternatively, both             and             .

Conditional convergence:

            converges but not             , alternatively            converges but not             . 

● Riemann series theorem: “if an infinite series of real numbers is conditionally 
convergent, then its terms can be arranged in a permutation so that the new 
series converges to an arbitrary real number, or diverges.”

● Conclusion: conditionally convergent contributions are very fragile.
    

                 Absolute conv.                                               Conditionally conv. 9



The Fubini Theorem
Exchanging the ordering of integrations is allowed only for absolute convergent integrals.

● Example:

Check: ”Fubini Counterexample (full version)” @ Dr Payam (youtube).

● Distributions typically do not allow to exchange the ordering of integrations.

For Y.M. theories, the terms of the perturbative expansion are usually divergent before 
regularization and conditionally convergent afterwards (but not absolutely convergent). 

● The simplifications for establishing unitarity are not always valid!
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Additivity
Additivity does not hold for distributions:

Since the if t1 coincide with t’ the integral may regarded as ‘badly defined’, or the 
distribution considered to contribute twice.

● Check: “When functions have no value(s)” by Steven G. Johnson.
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Handling distributions with Dyson series
A hint on the incapability of the Dyson series to cope with distributions is evident 
since it involves a measure-0 direct product of two Hamiltonians (contact term).

The square of a distribution cannot be defined consistently:
"L. Schwartz, Sur l'impossibilité de la multiplication des distributions".

If our Hamiltonian is expressed via a distribution,

As                                  , the Dyson series becomes non-sense,
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On the “Pitaron”
A unitarized version of U can be found by multiplying U by an additional operator:

With the Hermitian normalization operator:

Note that unitarity is manifest (unbreakable):

Regardless of the choice of Hamiltonian. 
Wider class of exotic quantum field theories, in which unitarity is proven to be 
broken, can now be studies normally, such as QFT with open systems, 
fractional dimensions or non-commutative spaces.
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The square root of a matrix extends the notion of square root from numbers to 
matrices. A matrix B is said to be a square root of A if the matrix product BB is equal 
to A.

● Hermitian operators can always be diagonalized with real entries on the 
diagonal, and therefore always have a square root.

● A unique result is obtained by using the initial conditions.
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How to take a square root?



The Schrodinger-Liouville’s unification
Let us see that P solves the Schrodinger equation:

According to Leibniz product rule:

We arrive at:

Implying “two equations at once”:
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Generalizing the Magnus expansion
Since P is an exact unitary operator it can be written without the time-ordering “T operator”:

Computing the inverse:

Then:

One arrives at:

“On the Exponential Solution of Differential Equations for a Linear Operator” by Wilhelm 
Magnus (1954). With this expansion the anticipated JIMWLK structure is restored! 16



N via Truncation
There are several different ways in which the operator N can get a non-trivial value.

A trivial demonstration is via truction of the perturbative expansion at first order, 
assuming nilpotent Hamiltonian or negligible correction at order g^2:

In these cases only one term should be kept:

The operator N can be computed via

Assuming Hermiticity, leads to:
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The world of Hamiltonians
● Bounded

Hermitian Hamiltonian with ‘functional entries’ and therefore contain no singularities.
No poles or distributions are involved.

● Unbounded
Hamiltonian that contain at least one point of singularity as distributions or
Singular Hamiltonians break the unitarity of U (but not of P) for a certain intervals.

● Non-Hermitian Hamiltonians
Generalization which allows us to study the singular case by taking a limit (carefully).
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Breaking unitarity in QM
The Dirac comb potential is defined by:

with
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Time independent potential
The familiar argument why time-independent Hamiltonians preserve unitarity:

With                         .

One of the canonical examples in QM:

However, the Taylor expansion can no longer be made and:



The pole becomes a winding/portal point via the complexification

If the complex limit exist, one can interpret it as the original Hamiltonian:

● In order for a complex limit to exist, 
each way in which z can approach z0 must yield 
the same limiting value.
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How to perform complex deformations?



Let us look on the case of a free particle subject for two kinds of perturbations:

One note that the first perturbation keep unitarity exact:

This is no longer valid for the singular Hamiltonian. In order to study a singular 
Hamiltonian we study a larger class of non-hermitian Hamiltonians:

The original dynamics is obtained as a private case of a vanishing deformation:
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An example in QM
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Iteration of limits is not guaranteed usually, as in the simple example below:

the necessary condition to permit that is Lebesgue dominated convergence.

● When using complex deformations, one must be careful to perform the limits in the 
correct ordering:
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Can we really iterate limits?



For the asymptotic states, after deformation the order g term of U reads:

● The time integration commutes with the other operations:

Then:

Which leads to:

By using Sokhotski-Plemelj theorem:
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QFT = Functions + Distributions

Usually not important due 

After plugging



The time ordered exponential for electron:

The electron self-energy has originally a ‘badly defined’ energy denominator. 
For no valid justification, removed due combining with its (c.c.) amplitude.

Afterwards, one should introduce the “WF normalization” or “LSZ factor”,

And extract Z by demanding unitarity,
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Example in QED



Keeping only the relevant terms, the following expansion for N is obtained:

● We arrive at the very same familiar expression that we practically use, 
but this time from first principles!
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Reproducing via N

Removing the ill defined 
term of U

Introducing the term that 
we practically use
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The WF for quark anti-quark
Assuming (wrongly) that normalization is conducted via                                ,
at      , the general structure of the WF for two partons based on U contains “self energy” 
and “gluon exchange” contributions:

The “gluon exchange” contribution is associated with a “branch cut integral”:

● Based on P, the structure will consists of “self-energy”, “2 Weizsäcker-Williams fields” 
and anti-Hermitian combination (due to the commutator) of “branch-cut” contributions:

The “gluon exchange” contribution is associated with the 2 WW fields:



The crucial (unbridgeable) difference between U and P emerges when computing the 
gluon exchange with shockwave prior to the gluon emission.

● Based on U: leads to extremely complicated integrals which contain a measure-0 
of unregularizable delta-functions. See appendix J in “Dijet impact factor in DIS at 
next-to-leading order in the Color Glass Condensate”, F. Salazar.

● Based on P: trivial calculation (subtraction term):
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NLO cross sections: U vs P

U: no structural relation,
P: subtraction term



Analytic properties of perturbative calculations
● For U, non-intuitive properties appears:

1) The cross section can turn very large and negative.

2) The result involve contributions which are not Fourier transformable.

3) The NLO is bigger than LO and so on.

4) JIMWLK cannot be shown at the amplitude level.

● For P:
None of these problems. 
Positive definite energy denominator with Intuitive properties.

● Occam's razor: “Entities must not be multiplied beyond necessity”.
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Singular Functions
1) f(x) is continuous (but not absolutely continuous), and non-constant on [a, b].

2) There exists a set N of measure 0 such that for all x outside of N the derivative f’(x) 
exists and is zero, that is, the derivative of f(x) vanishes almost everywhere.

A standard example of a singular function is the Cantor ternary function (or alternatively 
as Lebesgue's singular function or Devil's staircase). In practical terms, a singular 
function can be expressed as a continuous sum of delta functions.
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1) The unitarity of the Dyson series is preserved for functions, but is broken 
by distributions.

2) The discrete part of the dynamics is contained in the normalization 
operator N.

3) The solution P is manifestly unitary, even when the terms of the series 
are conditionally convergent, or distributions are used.

4) Wider class of quantum field theories, in which unitarity is known to be 
broken, can now studied normally.

5) Happy end for the “saga”: the elegant structure have appeared again.

Summary
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